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EXCERPTED

While extending compulsory licensing to new digital phonorecord deliveries
(DPDs), the Digital Performance Rights in Sound Recordings Act of 1995
(DPRSRA) did not add corresponding statutory licenses in two other delivery
technologies -- limited downloads and “on demand” streams – that some digital
providers (such as Rhapsody and Yahoo!) now predominantly provide. 1 Like
DPDs and CDs, these technologies now make music available at listener request
and therefore compete implicitly with the choice-driven permanent download.
To accommodate the additional use rights for compositions in interactive
streaming and limited download, the Recording Industry Association of America,
Inc. ("RIAA"), the National Music Publishers' Association, Inc. ("NMPA") and
The Harry Fox Agency, Inc. ("HFA") reached an interim agreement in 2001 by
which the publishers agreed to allow labels to embed works in tracks sold to the
competing services. 2 With an agreement to keep negotiating for a final deal, the
record labels came to pay specified recoupable advances ($1,000,000 for the first
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An "On-Demand Stream" is an on-demand, real-time transmission made using streaming
technology, such as Real Audio or Windows Media Audio. A "Limited Download" is a
download made using technology designed to cause the downloaded file to be available for
listening only, either during a limited time or for a limited number of times.
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S. Bonisteel “RIAA, Songwriters Clear Away Music-Subscription Hurdles”, Oct. 9, 2001,at
http://www.findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0NEW/is_2001_Oct_9/ai_78998791.
The due
royalty rate was to be determined from contracts between publishers and labels that would
be eventually negotiated or arbitrated. In the interim, the RIAA agreed to pay HFA a
nonrefundable advance payment of $1 million to cover the first two years, and an additional
$62,500 for every month afterward. The advances were recoupable from due royalties and
were then to be applied to any due licensing amounts.

two years, $62,500 for each additional month) and, when eventually determined,
suitable royalties retroactively to the beginning of 2001.
Due to differences in legal interpretation, the labels and publishers were not able
to come to a final agreement to convey needed rights. As a legal matter, the
transmission of any content from an originating server to a hard drive necessarily
implicates ephemeral and incidental reproductions in the server, cache, and
random access memory that have no indepedent values outside of enabling digital
transmission. The question then is what value to assign to these particular
reproductions.
Record labels here followed the recommendations of the Copyright Office, which
contended that reproduction rights in interactive streaming qualify for fair use, if
not a statutory exemption.3 The Office’s conclusion concurs with that of a
European Union Directive, which had earlier exempted transient copies from the
reach of the reproduction right, 4 and a number of consumer and technology
advocates – such as Public Knowledge, the Electronic Frontier Foundation, and
Consumer Electronics Association.
For their part, music publishers contended that the resulting interactive uses
would enable full access to the work at any moment chosen by the user. With the
buildout of wireless receiving devices, interactive streams will increasingly
substitute for store sales and downloads; material will be stored on centralized
servers instead of hard drives and portable devices. From the publishers’
perspective, it is then appropriate to assign to the reproduction of an interactive
stream a value that is congruent with its true worth as an economic substitute.
The publisher’s position is apparently upheld legally by a Ninth Circuit decision
involving software copies made into random access memory during upload. 5
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The critical difference in interpretation led to a negotiating impasse between
labels and publishers who came to see the relative value of temporary
reproductions quite differently.
From the label position, all streaming
transmissions are merely performances, and thus entitled only to the lower royalty
fees associated with this lesser activity. From the publisher position, the same
transmissions rightfully implicate reproduction rights, and are then cued off of
royalties
charged
for
full
downloads.
From an economic perspective, the publishers are correct. Downloading and
interactive streaming are economic substitutes; consumers choose among
substitute based on relative price ratios. To ensure that the relative price ratio is
not distorted, it is then appropriate to affix license fees on competing activities in
an equitable fashion. That is, copyright licenses should fix equal percentage fees
on streaming and download revenues in the same amount; e.g., 14% of sound
recording fees.6 In fact, such a percentage parity had been advocated in Canada
by CSI (i.e., CMRRA/SODRAC Inc), a combined society formed by the Angloand French-speaking mechanical collecting societies CMRRA and SODRAC in
order to collect due publisher revenues from online music services in the country.
It is sometimes suggested that publishers are entitled to a smaller share of the
interactive stream because the stream is less than a complete download, and
indeed the Copyright Board of Canada apparently succumbed to this reasoning in
March, 2007.7 This disparity between compensations for downloads and
streaming makes not economic sense. If the stream is imperfect, such a product
infirmity – which is quite arguable on other grounds 8 -- will already be reflected
in the price that music service providers charge to online users. Whether
consumers prefer downloads or streaming, the price differential between the
technologies reflect hedonic differences in the consumer value of the two
services. If music publishers are charged the same percentage of download and
service prices, their resulting revenue payments will then also have a suitable
hedonic adjustment for differences in consumer tastes. There is then no point in
distorting a symmetric balance by adjusting the price for streamed compositions
further.
Indeed, some hypothetical numbers may illustrate how publishers may suffer
greatly if denied the right to receive full parity for streaming services. By some
forecasts, online music will account for 25% of industry revenues by the year
2010. If downloading and streaming evenly split the market, streaming will
account for 12.5% of the industry total
If streamed compositions are
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This is only illustrative. Some additional compensation must be allowed for free sound
recordings offered as part of a promotion. The publisher here may yet be entitled to some
compensation.
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Streaming services bear the positive attribute that no physical storage space will be consumed
and that personal music collections can be reached from any device.

compensated at a royalty equal to half the percent revenue of downloading and
physical records, publishers will lose 6.25% of the mechanical royalty base they
might otherwise earn. .
This royalty loss could erode a substantial amount of the profit total. For example,
a publisher that earns a 15% profit margin on revenues will suffer a 40% profit
loss if total royalty revenues are reduced by 6%., and a 60% profit loss if the
margin is 10% Losses will be mitigated if performance and synchronization
revenues can be stabilized or increased,. However, it is entirely conceivable that
some group of independent publishers will be forced into mergers or cease
operations entirely if they are undercompensated from online music services.
The appropriate fee for compensation of the mechanical copyright would be about
13% of all online music revenues. The reasoning is as follows. The label now
earns about 65 cents per licensed download track. Some 9.1 cents of this is the
mechanical compensation for a fully licensed musical composition. Dividing
appropriately, publishers now earn a 13% of label revenues collected on
download services. They should earn a comparable amount from streaming.
Under the circumstances, it would be tragic if a sector of the publishing were
eroded during a digital era that should greatly expand the appeal of the music
catalogs they control. As copyright owners, music publishers would be the
apparent losers if consumers were to shift to interactive streaming, a phenomenon
that they would have every financial reason to resist. If the matter is not resolved
now, a far greater impasse may occur in five years.
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